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Christmas is less than a month away, I thought it would be a perfect time to share a fun way to use the Jillibean Soup corrugated shapes to create festive Christmas decorations. These would also be a perfect gift for a teacher, sitter or grandparent. Make sure to get the little ones involved in creating these ornaments; it is a perfect craft to do on those snowy days!!!

First gather up the supplies needed; I used the Corrugated Shapes Arrows and Flowers, Christmas Chestnut Soup Stickers and Sprouts, Sugar Picks, Soup Staples and Bean Stalks twine.

For the star, bell and snowflakes decorations I used a die cut machine to cut out the base star of my ornament. Then it was only a matter of assembling the decorations.
Once the ornaments were finished I used Jillibean Soup twine to hang the decoration on the tree.
Voila! A fun, festive ornaments, perfect for gift giving or home decoration! Merry Christmas!